Symphony IndustrialAI CEO Speaks on Industrial AI and Machine Reasoning at
Manufacturing Industry Events
Dominic Gallello will share successful predictive maintenance and yield optimization use cases
of the Industrial AI platform driving value in process manufacturing

Woburn, Ma. – October 5, 2021 – Symphony IndustrialAI announced today that CEO Dominic
Gallello will speak at several conferences throughout Fall 2021. Mr. Gallello will discuss the realworld impact AI is having on industrial operations today and in the future.
Three big trends Mr. Gallello will address include:
•
•
•

The move to wireless-based machine condition monitoring
The rapid adoption of multi-variate analysis that combines process data with highresolution vibration data
The “code red” urgency to make plants more sustainable by improving energy efficiency
and lowering emissions such as CO2, NOx, and SOx.

Mr. Gallello will present numerous real-world use cases where technology that directly
addresses these trends has contributed to making assets more reliable and manufacturing
processes more efficient and sustainable.
Mr. Gallello will deliver keynotes at the following conferences:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Middle East Instrumentation Control & Automation Conference
October 5-7, 2021 • Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Middle East Rotating Machinery Technology
October 12-14, 2021 • Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Smart Manufacturing World: Industry 4.0, Smart Factory & Automation Journey
October 13-15, 2021 • London, United Kingdom
SPE Symposium: Artificial Intelligence - Towards a Resilient and Efficient Energy Industry
October 18-19, 2021 • Al Khobar, Saudi Arabia
SMRP 2021
October 25-28, 2021 • St. Louis, MO
Asset Performance 4.0 Hybrid Conference & Exhibition
October 26-28, 2021 • Antwerp, Belgium
International Maintenance Conference
December 14-16, 2021 • Marco Island, Florida

About Symphony IndustrialAI
Symphony IndustrialAI is an innovator in industrial insight, accelerating autonomous plant
operations. The industry-leading EurekaAI/IoT platform and industrial optimization solutions
connect tens of thousands of assets and workflows in manufacturing plants globally and
process billions of data points daily, pushing new plateaus in operational intelligence.
Symphony IndustrialAI digital manufacturing solutions connect devices, processes, people, and
systems enabling harmonizing plant automation and control. Symphony IndustrialAI plant
performance applications span asset predictive maintenance and process health and
optimization, maintaining high availability of equipment, extending the life of capital assets,
and reducing process variability. Symphony IndustrialAI solutions provide high value to its users
by driving variability out of processes and optimizing operations for throughput, yield, energy
efficiency, and sustainability.
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